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• Foreign exchange rate risk matters and is too big to be ignored

• This risk can be mitigated via the use of FX strategic benchmarks…

• …while risk-adjusted returns can be improved via tactical FX management

• FX benchmark customisation to personal circumstances is also very important. 

Introduction

Investors typically have a significant share of their wealth 
allocated to foreign assets. While ‘home bias’1 remains a 
feature in investment decisions – for example, Swiss investors 
allocate around 44% of their equity exposure in domestic 
stocks2 – foreign asset ownership remains significant. This 
is because of the diversification benefit and desire to explore 
more uncorrelated return opportunities outside the borders of 
the home-country.

Investing in foreign assets naturally comes with currency risk. 
In this White Paper, we discuss various approaches to address 
this risk. We argue that exchange risk matters and is too big to 
ignore. We then explore hedging strategies and conclude that, 
depending on the asset class involved, some currency hedging 
is required to mitigate or reduce unintended sources of risk to 
portfolio returns.

1 Home bias refers to the tendency of investors to allocate a significant portion of
  their wealth in domestic assets 
2 Source: Vanguard Research, December 2014 

Strategic Asset Allocations (SAAs 3) are simple benchmarks3 that 
take into account several medium- to long-term factors when 
constructing a strategic portfolio’s appropriate FX exposure. 
Their use provides a substantial improvement compared with 
completely ignoring exchange rate fluctuations. The result 
can be improved further by tactical currency management, 
in other words by moderate short-term deviations from the 
FX benchmark’s weights, in order to profit from cyclical 
opportunities.

Alas, one size does not fit all. Investors have different risk 
tolerances, priorities, plans as well as currency exposures 
via various forms of investments, such as foreign real assets. 
This can create mismatches between assets and liabilities or 
in cash flows, which need to be addressed by ‘customising’ 
the currency benchmark. We provide a simple framework for 
assessing specific needs, and discuss a number of examples 
that can help investors reap the benefits of custom-made FX 
benchmarks. 

3 We will use these terms interchangeably throughout 
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Proponents of a ‘do nothing’ approach assert that currencies 
revert to the mean over time. Consequently, currency gains or 
losses incurred in the short to medium term revert over longer 
horizons, resulting in near-zero impact on portfolio returns. 
Therefore, this thinking suggests, investors should not concern 
themselves with FX-hedging their asset class exposure/s. 
However, this reasoning is based on two false assumptions.

a. Currencies do mean revert … or don’t they?

To begin, we should clarify the concept of ‘mean reversion.’ A 
mean reverting process is one where the variable of interest 
(e.g. the EURCHF exchange rate) fluctuates around a time-
invariant mean. Chart 1 shows a very simple process that 
fluctuates/revolves around a constant mean, in this case set 
to zero for simplicity. It is important to emphasise that the 
requirement for a time-invariant mean is binding. If the mean 
changes over time, then the process cannot be said to be mean 
reverting.

From a theoretical standpoint, mean reversion is not an 
inherent property of currencies. In other words, there is no rule 
or property that dictates that an exchange rate should converge 
towards a constant mean over time.

Let us now move on to the empirical evidence. Chart 2 plots the 
trade-weighted (TW) US dollar versus advanced economies’ 
currencies and the ‘Broad TW USD’ index, in other words 
against advanced and developing economies’ currencies. 
We use ‘trade-weighted’ because each currency in the dollar 
index is weighted based on its importance in the US’ exports 
and imports. For clarity, we also include the five-year rolling 
average of each index.

It is clear that none of the dollar series exhibit mean reversion 
properties. There is a long-term trend in both indices (upward 
for the ‘Broad TW index’ and a downward for the TW USD 
vs advanced economies index). This can also be checked by 
looking at the five-year rolling averages. If the average for the 
entire period were constant or time-invariant, then all five-
year rolling averages would be equal to the long-term average. 
Charts 3 to 5 show similar results for the broad TW indices of 
the euro, the Swiss franc and the Japanese yen. TW EUR and 
TW CHF clearly show a non-mean reverting process. Using the 
strict criterion of “constant mean”, the TW JPY does not show 
mean reversion properties either, although it can be argued that 
it comes close to doing so. This brings us to the second fallacy.

Source: Lombard Odier

Time

1.  An example of a mean reverting process

Section 1: The ‘doing nothing’ approach

TW USD (vs. advanced economies)

Broad TW USD 
(rihght hand scale)

2.  Trending (i.e. non-mean reverting) dollar indices

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier

Broad TW EUR

3.  TW EUR 
 Synthetic euro before 1999

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier
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b. If some currencies do mean revert … what then?

Extrapolating mean reversion into neutrality for long-term 
profits and losses is based on a very naïve interpretation of what 
investors accept as a reasonable time frame for judging their 
managers’ performance.

Looking closely at chart 5, we can identify two long cycles: the 
first starts in late 1998 and ends late 2006, while the second 
begins mid-2007 and ends mid-2015. This implies that currency 
neutrality would be achieved only:

• if an investor were lucky enough to enter exactly at the 
beginning of the cycle and exit exactly (again by luck) at 
the end; and

• over eight years in the first cycle and nine years in the 
second cycle.

Clearly, this would demand an extreme mixture of luck 
and patience, which seems unrealistic for both clients and 
managers. Under more realistic scenarios, a client would 
either switch managers, if they incurred losses over a three- 
to five-year period, or the manager would be forced to change 
strategies.

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier

4.  TW CHF

5.  TW JPY

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier

Broad TW CHF

5Y rolling average

Broad TW JPY 5Y rolling average
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In what follows, we demonstrate that over a period of five 
years, which we judge to be a reasonable period of time, 
unhedged exposure to foreign equity indices produces sizeable 
deviations from the underlying index’s return in local currency 
(which is what the investor is presumably seeking to achieve), 
irrespective of the specific sample period used. We show that 
this is an unintended source of risk that can affect portfolio 
returns. 

To illustrate this, consider four investors: each resides in one 
of the following: the US, UK, euro area, and Switzerland. 
Each has exposure to the main equity index of the other three 
countries. We consider the period 2016-2020 broken into three 
five-year sub-periods. For each five-year sub-period and each 
investor, we calculate the total return from each foreign equity 
index, expressed (i) in the currency of the investor’s home 
country and (ii) in the equity index’s local currency. We then 
display all this information on a scatter plot (chart 6), where 
the horizontal axis measures the return of the indices in 
local currency and the vertical axis the return of the indices 
converted into the foreign currency. Each dot in the scatter 
chart corresponds to a specific investor and denotes the return 
s/he received from the index in local currency (horizontal 
axis), as well as the return the same investor received from the 
same index in his/her home currency (vertical axis). 

If fluctuations in currency markets do not matter, then 
observations should be on, or very close to, the 45 degree 
line, indicating that currency returns have had zero or very 
limited impact on the investor’s returns. In reality however, 
the deviations are sizeable: the maximum difference between 

a return expressed in local and foreign currency is nearly 
65%, the minimum -47%, and the average 10%. These are 
substantial deviations, which add significant unintended risk 
in international equity portfolios. 

Moreover, lengthening the time period – which an investor 
may believe allows currencies longer to mean revert – does not 
alleviate the problem. Instead of breaking our sample into three 
periods of five years, we repeat the exercise for the entire 15-
year period. It turns out that the problem remains significant; 
the maximum difference now stands at 204%, the minimum 
-143%, and the average at 46%.

Our findings can be summarised as follows

1. Mean reversion is not an inherent property of the currency 
market. Most major TW currency indices do not exhibit 
mean reversion properties

2.  Even if some currencies exhibit weak mean reversion 
properties, cycles can be very long; ignoring currency 
exposure in global portfolios can therefore have a sizeable 
impact on returns

3.  Our empirical analysis confirms that the difference 
between an equity index’s return in local currency can 
be substantial from returns in a foreign currency within 
realistic time horizons. 

Section 2: Local vs unhedged returns
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6.  Equity returns in local vs returns in foreign currency

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier
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Section 3: Currency hedging

So far, our discussion strongly suggests that unintentionally 
leaving a portfolio currency-unhedged can expose it to 
significant risks within reasonable investment horizons. 
Consequently, some FX-hedging needs to be implemented to 
mitigate this risk. That said, there is no single response to the 
question of ‘how much to hedge.’ 

The answer depends on the asset class under consideration, as 
well as to a large extent on the characteristics of the individual 
investor – such as their risk tolerance, investment objective/s, 
and any potential imbalances between assets and liabilities. 
In what follows, we analyse the various currency-hedging 
strategies.

Full (100%) currency-hedging

Full currency-hedging will completely mitigate the volatility/
risk associated with FX fluctuations, although investors will 
be exposed to movements in interest rate differentials. This 
is because hedging is via forward contracts that incorporate 
interest rate differences between the foreign and the home 
country. For example, a German investor purchasing USD 1 
million of the S&P 500 would have to sell USD 1 million against 
the EUR using forwards in order to fully hedge the currency 
exposure. Any changes in the exchange rate would not affect 
the portfolio. However, the hedge would incur a cost (or benefit) 
if the US (German) interest rate is higher than in Germany 
(US). Future fluctuations in this interest rate differential would 
also affect portfolio returns, albeit to a relatively small extent, 
assuming that monetary policies are relatively synchronised 
across developed economies. 

This strategy may be more preferable for investors who have 
no foreign liabilities and are very risk averse to exchange rate 
variations. Nevertheless, two issues need to be taken into 
account: the first relates to cash flow dynamics, while the 
second is far broader and concerns diversification.

1. Cash flow dynamics: Consider an investor who invests in a 
foreign equity index with a medium- to long-term investment 
horizon, and decides to fully hedge the currency exposure. 
While profits/losses stemming from the underlying equity 
investment will not be realised until the equity exposure is 
liquidated, variations in the profit and loss, due to rolling the 
FX forward contracts, will still be realised. This is because 
these contracts typically are implemented with maturities 
ranging from three to twelve months (where liquidity is 
ample). Therefore, as these contracts expire, they will realise 
a profit or loss before they are rolled into the next maturity. 
In periods when currency fluctuations are large, this can 
considerably impact the portfolio. In case of losses, investors 
may either experience a reduction in the underlying amount 
of their investment, or will have to fund them in order to 
maintain the same level of investment. 

2. Diversification: A portfolio’s diversification increases as its 
assets become less correlated. Diversification should be at 
the core of investors’ objectives because it provides the best 
possible cushion in periods of adverse market conditions. 
Although equity returns are historically far higher than those 
of bonds, for example, portfolios still need an allocation to 
debt securities because they increase diversification and 
shield returns during recessionary periods. 

Currencies rarely exhibit a high correlation (positive or 
negative) with their respective country’s equity and bond 
indices. Chart 7 shows the correlation between the S&P 500 
and the dollar (using the TW index as well as EURUSD and 
USDCHF) over the last ten years, and Chart 8 reproduces the 
same for the last five years. Correlations are quite low, implying 
that there are benefits from maintaining a portfolio with some 
degree of currency exposure. 

7.  Dollar correlations with equities and bonds 
 Last 10 years

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier

8.  Dollar correlations with equities and bonds 
 Last 5 years

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier
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Full currency hedging therefore deprives investors of an 
additional source of diversification and should in general be 
avoided, similarly to completely unhedged portfolios. This 
is true in particular for assets with a higher volatility than 
currencies – as explained later.

Partial passive currency hedging (or following a long-
term strategic currency-hedged benchmark)

Partial passive hedging relates to hedging ratios (the percentage 
of the exposure that will be FX-hedged) that stay about the 
same (passive) over the medium term, but will be subject to 
changes once long-term forecasts for asset classes materially 
change.

It is important, however, to acknowledge that different assets 
may require different hedging ratios. This is because some 
investments are more volatile than FX, and some less so. Chart 
9 illustrates the annualised volatilities of equities (S&P 500), 
bonds (the US treasury index), and EURUSD over the last 10 
and 5 years. Equities are generally more volatile than FX, while 
bonds are nearly half as volatile as currencies. Assets with a 
higher volatility than currencies require typically lower hedging 
ratios, because most of the risk comes from the underlying 
asset rather than FX, while assets that have lower volatility than 
currencies require higher hedging ratios. Consider for example 
a bond investor who may be correct in his/her ‘bond view,’ but 
by applying a low hedging ratio, risks diluting or negating it by 
currency fluctuations.

The benefit of partial passive hedging is that it takes away the 
‘burden’ of actively managing a portfolio’s currency exposure. 
The disadvantage, however, is that it does not let investors 
benefit from cyclical currency convictions that can add alpha 
returns to a portfolio. We will return to this issue later.

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier

9.  Asset class volatilities 
 Last 10 and 5 years

10.  Information ratios for the EUR-based investor

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier

In what follows, we assume a buy-and-hold portfolio of 60% US 
equities (S&P 500) and 40% bonds (the Barclays US treasury 
index). We show that some currency hedging is, on the whole, 
preferable to either a fully unhedged or fully hedged portfolio. 
Our analysis is based on the following framework:

1. We assume there are three investors, each residing in 
respectively the euro area, Switzerland, and the UK, i.e. the 
home currencies are EUR, CHF and GBP;

2.  We assume full hedging of the bond exposure, given our 
prior discussion on relative volatilities, but vary the hedging 
ratio from 10% to 40% for the equity exposure, the typical 
ratios discussed in academic literature. This implies that 
on an aggregate portfolio basis, the hedging ratio can vary 
from 46% to 64%. We then compare results with a 0% 
hedge (fully unhedged) and 100% hedged (fully hedged) 
portfolio;

3. The metric of interest is the ‘information ratio’, or the 
division of annual return by annual volatility, to compare 
different strategies on a like-for-like basis;

4.  We calculate information ratios for the full sample from 
2006 to today, but also for the three equal sub-periods of 
2006-2011, 2011-2016, and 2011-now.

Chart 10 refers to the euro area-based investor and presents the 
information ratios for all alternative hedge ratios and samples. 
We summarise our findings as follows:

1. All partial passive hedging strategies are superior to the 
fully-unhedged strategy for the entire period, as well as for 
all three sub-periods;

2.  All partial passive hedging strategies are broadly superior to 
the fully-hedged strategy. This is true for the entire period, 
and two of the three sub-periods. For the period December 
2005 to February 2011, information ratios are about the 
same.
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Chart 11 shows the results from the point of view of a Swiss-
based investor. Namely:

1. All partial passive hedging strategies are superior to the 
fully-unhedged strategy for the entire period, as well as for 
all three sub-periods;

2.  For the entire period, information ratios between the fully-
hedged portfolio and those of partial hedging are about the 
same. This is mostly due to differentiation among the sub-
periods;

3.  Interestingly, for a Swiss-based investor, higher hedging 
ratios appear preferable. This highlights that the base 
currency matters for the choice of the optimal hedge ratio, 
which is in line with what we are applying to our strategic 
asset allocation and hedging in our Swiss portfolios. This 
can be attributed to CHF’s safe haven characteristics, 
typically appreciating in periods of market sell-offs, 
shielding portfolios, and adding to diversification.

Finally, chart 12 plots the outcome from the point of view of 
a UK investor. Results are very similar to those for the euro-
based investor, clearly showing the benefits of partial passive 
hedging.

The above illustrates the benefits of currency-hedging versus 
unintentionally allowing the full extent of FX swings to impact 
a portfolio‘s risk-reward profile.

In practice, strategic benchmark FX hedging involves long-
term forecasts on currency returns, interest rate differentials, 
as well as predictions on correlations between the different 
asset classes and currencies. It also requires well-defined 
weighting between the various assets (for example, portfolios 
with structurally higher bond weights should have higher 
hedge ratios – all else equal) and expected returns for these 
asset classes.

As a result, the possible hedge ratios may differ across different 
base currencies as well as different client risk profiles. These 
hedge ratios should also be reviewed at set intervals to ensure 
consistency with any adjustment to long-term forecasts. 

The main message from our analysis strongly argues against 
leaving portfolios fully unhedged. Such an approach exposes 
investors to unintended risk which must be mitigated.

Tactical currency management in the context of an 
FX benchmark

To understand the concept and need for tactical currency 
management, it is essential to review the purpose of an FX 
benchmark (or FX SAA). We recall that the chosen currency 
weights are the result of an analytical process that takes into 
account long-term forecasts for asset classes and currencies, 
long-term forecasts for interest rate differentials, and long-
term correlations between asset classes and currencies, among 
other things.

The SAA is constructed to optimise the risk-adjusted returns 
of the benchmark portfolio over the long term. However, these 
benchmarks or SAAs need to be reviewed at set intervals to 
accommodate any potential changes in forecasts. In reality, 
they are structural by nature and prone to missing cyclical 
opportunities.

Cyclical currency opportunities can come from changes 
in monetary/fiscal policies and their interplay, or because 
of endogenous or exogenous shocks that alter the cyclical 
trajectory of country-specific or global growth, impact 
consumption and investment decisions for a time, or influence 
current account balances. All of these things affect near-
term or cyclical currency moves, and offer tactical currency 
management opportunities with the benchmark’s FX weights.

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier

11.  Information ratios for a CHF-based investor 12.  Information ratios for a GBP-based investor

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier
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Tactical currency management implements short-term 
deviations (or tilts) away from fixed FX weights in order to 
add to diversification and outperform the benchmark. In that 
respect, it is important to realise that tactical FX management 
is about relative (alpha) return. Moreover, the size of these 
deviations depends on pre-approved tracking error limits. The 
tracking error measures the new allocation’s risk compared 
with the original benchmark (SAA).

Consider for example the Bank of Japan’s quantitative and 
qualitative easing (QQE) in April 2014 aimed at achieving its 
2% inflation target “at the earliest possible time.” The policy 
consisted of annual purchases of Japanese government bonds 
worth JPY 50 trillion, later increased, as well as purchases 
of exchange traded funds worth JPY 1 trn per year and real 
estate investment trusts or REITS of JPY 30 billion annually. 
This corresponded to a sizeable easing of monetary policy and 
triggered a sharp and prolonged depreciation in the JPY. By 
mid-2015, USDJPY had risen 15% while the TW JPY index fell 
10% over the same period. Of course, not everyone expected 
this, but lowering JPY exposure, relative to the benchmark, 
even after the event still generated relative gains in portfolio 
performance.

Another example was the euro zone debt crisis that started 
in 2009. This crisis engulfed euro area countries, mostly at 
the periphery, and resulted in enormous rises in government 
bond yields that made country financing nearly impossible. 
With negative sentiment towards the region building quickly, 
the immediate response in currency markets was a 21% drop 
in EURUSD and, between late-2009 and mid-2010, a 14% 
depreciation in TW EUR.

The trade wars between the US and China that started in Q1 
2018 created a sharp spike in risk aversion and propelled the 
TW USD (a safe haven currency) 10% higher between mid-
March 2018 and late November of the same year.

Following the hit to the global economy in the Covid-19 
pandemic, the Federal Reserve decreased its main rate to 
nearly zero while announcing another round of quantitative 
easing in the first and second quarters of 2020. This, along with 
substantial fiscal support from most economies and successes 
in developing Covid vaccines, led to a swift recovery in global 
gross domestic product and trade growth. As a result, the TW 
USD lost around 10% between late March 2020 and early May 
2021, a typical dollar response to upswings in economic activity.

Of course these events could not have been predicted. However, 
the market responses were not one- or two-day events, but 
unfolded over many months. Asset managers who closely 
follow and identify cyclical economic and market themes can 
gradually adjust portfolios to increase the probability that 
tactical currency management will add value to their portfolios.

At Bank Lombard Odier, we established our FX Strategy 
team in September 2018. Since then, our FX forwards tactical 
decisions have added 0.46% to our EUR domestic balanced 
portfolio return. In annualised terms, this corresponds to a gain 
of around 0.2% with an information ratio of 0.52. When adding 
the FX exposure from the underlying assets, the total drops to 
0.32% i.e. an annualised return of 0.12% with an information 
ratio of 0.42.

Some may consider these numbers small; they are not, though 
they can certainly be improved. Tactical currency management 
is not about exposure to ‘market beta. By its design and 
implementation, management is about relative performance 
vis-à-vis the currency benchmark (alpha return). The other 
issue to bear in mind is that the size of deviations from the FX 
benchmark weights has to be kept relatively modest in order 
to ensure it does not significantly contribute to the portfolio’s 
tracking error. Chart 13 presents the FX alpha returns by year 
(EUR balanced portfolio).

13.  Tactical FX performance by year
 EUR balanced portfolio

Sources: Bloomberg, Lombard Odier
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FX exposure decision tree

Individualised benchmark FX exposure

So far we have argued that (i) currency exposure due to 
underlying asset positions is too big to be ignored and calls for 
strategic FX hedging; and (ii) this strategic FX hedging can be 
further improved by tactical currency management. However, 
one size does not fit all.

While strategic and tactical management may suit the 
requirements of the ‘average’ client, investor-specific needs, 
exposures, and objectives may differ substantially and beg a 
tailor-made approach.

Mismatches between the currency denomination of assets and 
liabilities and/or cash flows can generate significant FX risks 
in a client’s wealth/income stream. Future plans, for example 
retirement to a foreign country, also require individualised 
currency management to increase the probability of achieving 
the client’s goals. Clearly, the exact workings will be highly 
investor-specific, but a broad framework can be used as a 
starting point to understand client needs and assist in designing 
the appropriate strategy.

This framework is shown in Chart 14. At the beginning, 
the client’s profile, needs, and plans must be understood 
and assessed by the investment specialist. This is where 
any potential asset-liability mismatches and/or cash flows 
are identified and objectives discussed. If the latter do not 
correspond to a significant amount (for example, 5% or less of a 
client’s wealth and income stream), then strategic FX hedging, 
complemented by tactical management, will be enough. If, 
however, individual circumstances imply significant client-
specific currency risk, then the strategic FX benchmark will 
need to be adjusted by the investment specialist/strategist. 
Tactical FX allocation is still possible, although it would have to 
take into account the investor’s circumstances.

To illustrate these points, below we give three examples which 
are quite typical of the challenges that our clients face in the 
daily management of their wealth. 

1. The case of foreign-denominated flows: Imagine a 
EUR-based investor with no current significant mismatch 
between assets and liabilities and no foreign income. His/
her oldest son plans to study in the UK for a three-year 
undergraduate degree. This would constitute a future 
sterling-denominated liability for the EUR-based investor, 
who plans to meet these payments through quarterly or 
annual transfers to the UK, to cover fees and living costs. 
This automatically exposes the investor to exchange rate 
risk. To adjust for this ‘temporary’ mismatch in the currency 
denomination of income and expenses, it is advisable to 
put a customised and dynamic hedging strategy in place. 
This strategy should take into account the duration of the 
income/expense imbalance, its size, the time profile of 
payments (does the investor plan to pay more in the first 
year, for example, or spread payments over time, etc.), the 
interest rate differential between EUR and GBP, as well 
as the exchange rate forecasts. In an SAA framework, this 
would imply an increase in GBP exposure, and an equivalent 
decrease in EUR allocation, to dynamically mitigate the 
currency risk from the sterling-denominated liability. 
Otherwise, the investor would be subject to a depreciation 
risk in EURGBP that would increase liabilities in EUR.

2. Planning for retirement abroad. Imagine a GBP-based 
investor who plans to retire in Spain. The investor currently 
faces no significant mismatch between assets and liabilities 
or cash flows. As a first step, the investor decides to 
purchase a property in Spain, to be used on retirement. The 
investor does not intend to rent the property before moving 
there. Based on these plans, a number of things need to be 
considered.

14.  FX exposure decision tree

Source: Lombard Odier

L-T investor with no major mismatches  
(Assets-Liabilities; Income-Expenditure)

Implement Lombard Odier FX SAA

Add FX overlay: tactical FX tilts to increase 
diversification and improve risk-adjusted return

L-T investor with mismatches in  
Assets-Liabilities and/or Income-Expenditure

Modify Lombard Odier FX SAA after clear 
understanding of individual needs/mismatches

Add FX overlay: tactical FX tilts to increase 
diversification and improve risk-adjusted return
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a. The Spanish property purchase marks a shift in the 
currency allocation of the investors’ assets from GBP to 
EUR. Although the investor does not intend to sell the 
property, plans may change, so putting a small hedge 
in place in the form of lower EUR exposure in the SAA, 
and increasing the GBP allocation by an equivalent 
amount would be advisable. This reflects the small risk 
of the investor being forced to sell the property in the 
future and repatriate the money at a potentially lower 
EURGBP level.

b. Until occupied, the property would be subject to 
maintenance and potentially tax costs. If these costs 
constitute a small proportion of the investor’s GBP 
income then the need for hedging is reduced. But if 
this corresponds to substantial amounts, the investor 
would also have to hedge this foreign-currency liability 
by increasing exposure to EUR and reducing GBP. 
Consequently, any EURGBP appreciation that makes 
it more costly to service EUR liabilities in GBP would 
be partly or wholly offset by the changes in direct FX 
exposure.

c. The most important part of the decision, however, is 
how retirement in Spain will be financed. Assuming a 
GBP-based pension and wealth plan, the investor would 
have to increase the direct allocation to EUR and reduce 
exposure to GBP by modifying the FX allocation in the 
SAA. This strategy would seek to mitigate the risk of a 
sharp EURGBP appreciation that threatens the value of 
the investor’s GBP pension and wealth plans in euros. 
There is no single answer to the amount of hedging. To 
determine this, the investor would have to discuss/make 
decisions on issues such as life expectancy following 
retirement, maintenance of existing life style, plans for 
the property following the investor’s death, exchange 
rate forecasts, and risk tolerance to the uncertainty that 
these forecasts carry.

3. Making a foreign investment for capital gains and 
income stream: Imagine a CHF-based investor who 
invests in a company in France. The investor anticipates 
capital gains over a period of time, say ten years, alongside 
an income stream in euros via profit distribution. As before, 
this constitutes a shift in the currency allocation of the 
individual’s wealth, as well as a cash flow in euros that will 
entirely or partly be used for spending in CHF.

a. Since the investor anticipates crystallising capital gains 
by selling his/her share in the company in the future, s/
he needs some hedging for the underlying value of the 
company’s share to reduce the impact of currency risk in 
the future. The decision of how much to increase CHF 
exposure (and reduce EUR allocation) will hinge on 
several factors. These include exchange rate forecasts, 
risk tolerance, the company’s sector of operation, and 
the correlation of its value with EURCHF movements 
and with the business cycle, the interest rate differential 
between EUR and CHF, the future expected value 
of the company, and the risks associated with these 
expectations.

b. Since the net income stream will be used to finance a 
lifestyle in Switzerland, the investor would also need 
a hedging strategy to ensure that net income in CHF 
minimises the impact of EURCHF fluctuations. As 
before, this will be a dynamic process, and requires 
close collaboration with the client specialist and the 
strategy team.

Looking through these examples that characterise many of our 
clients’ challenges shows that one size does not fit all. If investors 
do not have, and do not anticipate, significant mismatches in 
assets and liabilities and in cash flows from an FX perspective, 
then investing in a standard SAA benchmark will be enough 
to obtain currency diversification and potentially add extra 
return via tactical FX decisions.

However, individual needs and/or plans can be more 
complicated, resulting in meaningful mismatches in the FX 
exposure of assets and liabilities or in cash flows. This suggests 
that individual customisation is required to modify the 
currency weights of the standard SAA. This can only be done 
after a careful analysis and thorough understanding of the 
client’s idiosyncrasies, expectations, plans, and risk tolerance 
in order to maximise their objectives.
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Section 4: Conclusion

Our analysis suggests that investors should take foreign exchange rate risk seriously since FX volatility can significantly 
impact actual portfolio returns. An FX strategic benchmark can mitigate the problem by taking into account the base 
currency of the portfolio, the long-term forecasts across asset classes including FX, volatility and correlations, interest 
rates, and economic growth projections. Moreover, tactical FX allocation can improve the risk-adjusted returns of 
portfolios as it adds an uncorrelated source of returns (FX) and adjusts currency exposure dynamically to changes in 
fiscal/monetary policy expectations, economic shocks, as well as the phase of the business cycle. Finally, one size does 
not fit all! Different investors will have different exposures and objectives that can affect the currency denomination of 
assets and liabilities as well as income flows. Such cases require a deep understanding of the specific needs of each client, 
and call for a careful FX-exposure adjustment to increase the probability of meeting the client’s financial goals.

Vasileios Gkionakis, Head of FX Strategy 
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